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This small hand book is one of the most useful reference books that I own and I make sure that it is
on every boat I own or captain. One of the responsibilities of a captain is to train and teach. I was
first aquainted with this book in the 1970's when I was circumnavigating. We often added crew that
were not sailors and they had to come up to speed quickly. They would constantly ask questioins
and I eventually found it most helpful to tell them that the answer is in Royces and when they found
it I would be happy to discuss it with them if more explaination was necessary. A quick answer was
a disservice to the goal of transforming them. I discovered that in their search through the book they
would actually spend hours on other subjects and would like a sponge much more quickly come to
terms with the larger scope of naval science topics necessary to become a good sailor. The book is
well illustrated packed with succinct explainations and a joy even now after all of these years just to
skim. I have never found an instance of advice or fact in this book that was worth quibbeling over. I
run a boatyard now and I purchaced this copy for the next generation of high school summer hires
who are running the marina. I buy one or two copies a year to give to sailors starting out on long
trips for their boat library.

Pat's funny, kookie book charmed me back in the '70s. I found him and sailed with him before
starting to bareboat charter in the Caribbean.What you need to know is to be found in this book, and
each page and the drawings and diagrams make study and learning a joy.

Great information. Everything I need to know, as far as I know. Very clear and detailed.
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